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115 PSI

120 V60 HZ

JS1600C

338 Degrees F

4 Quart

1.25 Quart

x20"x16"

Stainless Steel

12 LBS

Commercial Power Steamer: Steam, Sanitize and Disinfect
DISINFECTING WITH THE POWER OF STEAM:
Steam Cleaning is a proven method of disinfecting.
Dry Saturated Steam at high temperature eliminate viruses,
bacteria and germs.
The Power Steamer JS1600  is a super heated dry steam cleaning
machine that dissolves and emulsifies grease, mold and grime
build-up, vaporizing and killing the bacteria from all types of
surfaces and equipment, leaving them completely clean and
sanitized.
It can be used as a complete solution for hygiene throughout
facilities, or in individual locations. It can be used to clean
bathrooms, bedrooms, kitchens, fridges, ovens, toilets, beds,
upholstery, tiles, windows, patient areas, and canopies.
The Power Steamer is a powerful yet compact steam cleaner. An
ideal machine that is mobile and requires only a rapid 3.5
minutes to start. With just a squeeze of the trigger, a consistent
and powerful jet of 338 degree Fahrenheit superheated steam is
available for cleaning. There is no downtime to cleaning as it
features automatic boiler refilling. Steam cleaning is very
effective for cleaning and sanitizing irregular surfaces or hard to
reach areas.

Stainless steel welded boiler ensuring consistent steam pressure.

The power of steam attacks grease, grime, hard water deposits,
mold and more as it quickly breaks down virtually any type of
soil, leaving the surfaces clean and sanitized without the use of
chemicals.

The power of steam attacks grease, grime, hard water deposits,
mold and more as it quickly breaks down virtually any type of
soil, leaving the surfaces clean and sanitized without the use of
chemicals.

Continouos Steam System- The pump is connected to the water
reservoir for a constant supply of water and unlimited working
capacity, the tank can be filled while the unit is running allowing
for continuous use.

The Energy saving safety system also automatically shuts off the
machine if it's idle for 60 minutes.

Savings on chemical products and detergents.

FEATURES:

 4 Quart Reservoir Size
 1.25 Quart Boiler Size
Superior 62 dBA rating
1500 Watts of heating power
Operator safety is assured by the 2-Volt steam controls, pressure
switch, thermostat, high-limit thermal shutoff and pressure relief
valve
 The tank can be filled while unit is running, allowing for
continuous use
 Excellent on grouted floors, showers, kitchens and any area
where detail cleaning is a challenge
 Very effective in all food preparation and processing areas,
including stainless steel range hoods in kitchens
 Ideal for hotel rooms - spot draperies, bedspreads and carpets
 and even kill bed bugs and their eggs on mattresses
 Clean floors with the optional "steam mop" and 33' hose
The continuous flow system provides the necessary steam
 to remove dirt and built-up soil while leaving your floors
 virtually dry

Why The JS1600C:

The Power Steamer is a powerful yet compact steam cleaner. An
ideal machine that is mobile and requires only a rapid 3.5
minutes to start. With just a squeeze of the trigger, a consistent
and powerful jet of 338 degree Fahrenheit super heated steam is
available for cleaning. There is no downtime to cleaning as it
features automatic boiler refilling. Steam cleaning is very
effective for cleaning and sanitizing irregular surfaces or hard to
reach areas.

1500 Watts

8'




